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ELECTRGPLATING MACHINE 

Earl T. Barringer, Lathrup Village, Mitchell Choly, De 
troit, Carl C. Christensen, Birmingham, Robert A. 
Spaulding, Huntington Woods, and Richard L. Teno, 
East Detroit, Mich, assignors to General Motors Cor 
poi-anon, Detroit, Mich, a corporation of Delaware 

Filed July 25, 1962, Ser. No. 212,321 
9 Claims. (Cl. 204—198) 

This invention relates to electroplating machines and 
more particularly to a process and apparatus for circulat 
ing an electroplating electrolyte from a reservoir through 
a composite movable plating cell. 
The invention is speci?cally directed to a means for 

expeditiously securing a source of electroplating solution 
to the pallet portion of the composite movable plating 
cell described and claimed in United States patent applica 
tion Serial No. 212,318, entitled “High Speed Plating 
Method and Apparatus,” which is assigned to the assignee 
of the present invention and which has been concurrently 
?led herewith. 
The plating machine disclosed in the aforementioned 

United States patent application Serial No. 212,318 is 
an in-line plating machine in which a plating cell, or 
cell part, is shuttled through a series of processing sta 
tions to treat the part. In its preferred embodiment, 
the plating cell is formed of two parts, a work carrier and 
a cover part, with only the work carrier being shuttled 
through the machine. A nonshuttled mating cover part 
is used at each processing station to form a complete 
cell with the shuttled work carrier for processing of the 
work. Thus, the work carrier forms a cell with the cover 
part present at each successive processing station. Hence, 
the treatment, or plating, cell moves progressively through 
the machine. 
More speci?cally, the Work carrier is preferably in the 

form of a palletized plating ?xture which is movable on 
a conveyor means from station to station in the machine. 
The palletized plating ?xture is designed to accommodate 
individual workpieces and to retain the individual work 
pieces in a predetermined position throughout the plating 
process. Individual workpieces are supported during each 
portion of plating operation within individual plating cells 
to which various plating solutions and plating prepara 
tion solutions may be alternately applied without removal 
of the workpiece from the particular palletized plating 
?xture within which it is originally received. The prior 
commercially available part conveying apparatus, requir 
ing immersion of workpieces within particular tanks, is ‘ 
replaced so that the necessary operations are performed 
within individual plating cells at each of the work stations. 
In this manner, cleaning solutions and plating solutions 
are forced through the plating cell at the various stations 
without any repositioning of the workpiece relative to 
its initial position in the palletized plating ?xture. A 
predetermined spatial relationship between anode means 
and each workpiece is maintained throughout the plating 
process. 

It is an object of the invention to provide a rapid, reli 
able, effective process and apparatus for communicating 
the pressively moved plating cell with a source of proc 
essing solution. 

This and other objects of the invention are attained by 
locating both a processing solution source conduit and a 
reservoir return drain at the processing station so as to 
register with solution inlet and outlet parts, respectively, 
in the plating cell. The cell and cell conveyor segment 
are lowered into positive engagement with the source con 
duit and drain .to obtain processing solution flow through 
the cell. ‘In the two part cell, the cell cover at the proc 
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2 
essing station forms a support for a section of the work 
carrier conveyor. As the cover is lowered, so is the 
segment of the conveyor it supports, to allow the work 
carrier to engage the source conduit and reservoir return 
drain. 

Other objects, features and advantages of the inven 
tion will become more apparent from the following de 
tailed description, wherein reference is made to the ac 
companying drawings, in which: 
FIGURE 1 shows a diagrammatic view of an illustra 

tive plating process station sequence for copper, nickel and 
chrome plating an automobile bumper part or the like; 
FIGURE 2 contains a side elevational view of a portion 

of a plating machine embodying individual plating process 
stations shown in FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 shows a plan view, partly in section, of the 

portion of the plating machine shown in FIGURE 2 and 
taken along the line 3--3; 
FIGURE 4 shows a cross-sectional view taken along 

the line 4—4 in FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 5 contains an enlarged cross-sectional view 

taken along the line 5-——5 in FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 5a shows a schematic elevational view in per 

spective of the conveyor frame section and associated 
housing shown in FIGURE 5; 
FIGURE 6 also contains an enlarged cross-sectional 

view. This view shows the conveyor driven mechanism 
provided for the machine taken along the line 6—6 in 
FIGURE 3; 
FIGURE 7 shows an enlarged cross-sectional view of 

the conveyor mechanism taken along the line 7—7 in 
FIGURE 6; 
FIGURE 8 illustrates a detail plan view, partly in sec 

tion, of a portion of the conveyor mechanism shown in 
FIGURE 6; 
FIGURE 9 shows a cross-sectional view taken along the 

line 9-9 in FIGURE 7; 
FIGURE 10 shows a cross-sectional view taken along 

the line 10-—10 in FIGURE 8; 
FIGURE 11 shows a cross-sectional view taken along 

the line ‘ll-11 in FIGURE 7; 
FIGURE 12 shows an enlarged sectional partial view 

of a palletized plating ?xture in processing position as 
shown at station 2 in FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 13 also has an enlarged cross-sectional view 

of a plating cell ‘formed at station 2 in ‘FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 14 contains a cross-sectional view of a por 

tion of the apparatus shown in FIGURE 13 and taken 
along the line ‘1i4——14 in FIGURE 13; 
FIGURE 15 illustrates a cross-sectional view of a por 

tion of the apparatus shown in FIGURE 13 and taken 
along the line ll‘S-—15; 
FIGURE 16 shows a cross-sectional view taken along 

the line 16—16 and showing a portion of the apparatus 
in FIGURE 13; 
FIGURE 17 shows a cross-sectional view of a portion 

of the apparatus shown in FIGURE 13 and taken along 
the line 17—17; 
FIGURE 18 diagrammatically illustrates the method of 

transferring palletized plating cells :from station to station; 
FIGURE 19 diagrammatically illustrates the method of 

transferring palletized plating cells from station to station; 
FIGURE 20‘ contains a plan view of a pallet for a plat 

ing cell; 
FIGURE 21 illustrates an enlarged sectional view of a 

portion of the apparatus shown in FIGURE 5 and taken 
along the line 21-21; and 
FIGURE 22 shows a cross-sectional view of an alterna 

tive embodiment of the cathode ?xture shown in FIG 
URE 13. 
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MACHINE OPERATION 

Serving as a speci?c example of the invention is the 
following description of the operation and structure of 
a machine in which it is incorporated. This is a plating 
machine having a plurality of aligned processing stations 
through which a palletized plating ?xture is to be moved 
by conveyor means provided on the machine. Process 
ing means are provided at each of the stations to direct 
plating solution, cleansing solution or other processing 
materials into processing contact with an individual work 
piece mounted in each of the palletized plating ?xtures. 
At some stations a plating cell is formed by association 
of an anode ?xture with the palletized plating ?xture to 
form a sealed cell in which electrolytic processing can be 
accomplished. In order to minimize the number of anode 
?xtures required, other types of ?xtures, for forming a 
sealed cell, are provided at certain processing stations 
where non-electrical processing is accomplished. Thus, 
instead of providing a single palletized plating cell of 
anode type construction, which would be moved from 
station to station; the preferred embodiment of this in 
vention comprises a palletized plating ?xture associated 
with various cover ?xtures at the different processing 
stations to form various types of processing cells depend 
ing on the pi'ocessing operation at a particular station. 
In the apparatus shown for illustrative purposes, thirty 
two working stations are provided. However, it is to 
be understood that the number of processing stations may 
be varied and the position of various stations relative 
to one another may also be varied depending on the 
particular workpiece being processed, and on the partic 
ular type and sequence of processing desired to be applied 
to a particular workpiece or part. A sufficient number 
of palletized plating ?xtures are utilized to provide a plat 
ing cell for each of the Work stations when the machine 
is in operation and to provide a suf?cient number of 
palletized plating ?xtures in addition to the number of 
work stations so that a continuous plating operation 
may be maintained. In other words, several palletized 
plating ?xtures at any particular time in the complete 
plating cycle will be in the process of having the work 
piece contained therein unloaded subsequent to the plat 
ing operation and loaded prior to re-entry into the plating 
machine to begin another plating process. Conveyor 
means are provided to carry each palletized plating ?x 
ture from the ?nal station of the plating machine to an 
unloading station whereat an operator, or suitable auto 
matic mechanism, may be utilized to remove the ?nished 
workpiece; and whereat, another workpiece may be 
mounted on the palletized plating ?xture. The con 
veyor mechanism thereafter carries the palletized plating 
cell from the loading station to the ?rst station of the 
machine whereat the palletized plating ?xtures ‘are fed 
onto a pallet conveyor mechanism which is actuable to 
move the palletized plating ?xtures step by step from sta 
tion to station. In some cases, the normal step by step 
movement of the palletized plating ?xtures between suc 
cessive stations is changed so that a station may be 
skipped or the formation of a cell at a particular station 
may be maintained for longer than a standard or normal 
processing period between transfer movement. In this 
manner, stations which require a longer processing time, 
compared to the other stations, may be accommodated 
without disrupting a standard stop period between trans 
fer movement. The particular process solutions at each 
station are pumped or otherwise delivered under pressure 
within the processing cell formed thereat to cont-act the 
workpiece carried by the palletized plating ?xture in a 
predetermined manner and to accomplish a predetermined 
result during the standard stop time. At each work sta 
tion, a particular process solution is applied to the part 
within the plating cell and subsequently removed from 
the plating cell before the palletized plating ?xture is 
transferred to the next work station. A plurality of tanks 
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4 
are provided adjacent each work station and suitable 
pumping means may be provided to convey the ?uid 
from the tanks to the plating cells. In addition, at some 
stations, a processing material such as rinse water is ap 
plied from a central source through retractable shroud 
housing type ?xtures provided at such working stations to 
form a processing cell with the palletized plating ?xture. 
Suitable tanks are provided below the processing cell 
to collect rinse water or the like delivered through the 
retractable heads. The processing cycle is arranged so 
that suitable rinsing stations separate processing stations 
in which activated processing solutions are used. In this 
manner, the palletized plating ?xtures are completely 
washed and cleaned between applications of plating solu 
tions so that a solution applied at a particular station is 
completely washed or ‘rinsed away before the palletized 
plating ?xture arrives at another plating or similar process 
station. The operation of the machine is continuous and 
the different process solutions are applied to the individ 
ual parts supported within the processing cells in a man 
ner in which the application of plating solution to the 
individual workpiece can be rigidly controlled and in 
which the position of an anode ?xture relative to the 
surface of the workpiece to be plated is also rigidly con 
trolled and maintained. The capacity of the machine is 
limited only by the time each individual workpiece must 
remain at a particular processing station. In order to 
increase the plating rate of the machine {as a whole, special 
methods of applying the plating solutions are provided 
which increase the plating rate substantially relative to 
previously known methods of plating similar parts on 
a mass production basis. In this manner, although in 
dividual workpieces are plated as compared to plating of 
a multiplicity of workpieces at a particular station as 
known in the prior art, the plating rate capable of being 
achieved with the machine and methods provided by this 
invention is greatly increased over the plating rate which 
could be achieved in previous apparatus. In addition, 
plating quality is also increased. The control of the plat 
ing cycle is facilitated by providing work stations that 
are equally spaced from one another and by providing 
equal stop intervals for the palletized plating cells at 
each of the work stations. In general, each of the pal 
letized plating ?xtures is moved an equal distance be 
tween each station and remains at each station an equal 
time. Any necessary deviations from the standard stop 
time are accommodated by the special transfer mechanism 
provided which permits an increased process time at par 
ticular process stations, such as a plating station, without 
disrupting the continuous overall operation of the machine. 
The preferred plating process is embodied in a machine 

comprising thirty-two separate in-line stations and trans 
fer mechanism to successively move individual palletized 
plating ?xtures from station to station. As shown in 
FIGURE 1, several of the stations are provided with in 
dividual solution tanks from which various process solu 
tions are applied to processing cells formed by association 
of cover heads at each station with the palletized plating 
?xtures. The process sequence for a particular part com 
prises the preliminary steps of loading the part or work 
piece on a cathode mounting ?xture which is associated 
with a pallet to form a palletized plating ?xture, and 
moving the palletized plating ?xture to machine entrance 
station No. 1 whereat the palletized plating ?xture is as 
sociated with transfer mechanism which controls move 
ment of the palletized plating ?xtures from station to 
station through the machine. As previousely discussed, 
an individual palletized plating ?xture will be located at 
each processing station during normal full scale produc 
tion runs. The transfer mechanism moves each individual 
palletized plating ?xture simultaneously from station to 
station and a standard stop time is utilized for forming a 
processing cell and applying processing solution at each 
station. After a palletized plating cell has been loaded 
with a part and positioned at entrance station No. 1 dur 
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the part is passed in one end of the chamber and out 
the other. The velocity ‘of the solution ?owing through 
the chamber in this manner is equal to about 7.1 feet per 
second for each 100 gallons being pumped through per 
minute (g.p.m.). Hence, for a rate of flow of 200 
g.p.m. the solution velocity in the chamber is about 14.2 
feet per second, for 400 g.p.m. the solution velocity is 
about 28.4 feet per second, for 600 g.p.m. the solution 
velocity in the chamber is about 42.6 feet per second, 
etc. Thus, the process shown in FIGURE 1 also involves: 

Station 1 

An automatic loading station whereat the palletized 
plating ?xture is automatically loaded on the machine 
transfer mechanism. 

Station 2 

A spray cleaning station whereat foreign matter, such 
as oil, dirt, bu?ing compound, etc., on the surface of 
the part to be plated is removed. The cleaning solution 
applied will usually be an alkaline type of cleaner of con 
ventional composition comprising alkali, such as caustic 
soda, phosphate, carbonate, etc., emulsi?ers, wetting agents 
and other soil removing aids. The stop interval is 30 
seconds and the cleaning solution is pumped to the part 
at a rate of approximately 200 g.p.m. at a temperature 
of approximately between 100° F. and 200° F. 

Station 3 

An electrolytic cleaning station whereat electrolysis is 
used to aid in removing foreign matter on the part which 
was not removed at station 2. The part is electri?ed and 
an alkaline type cleaning solution is pumped to the part 
at approximately 300 g.p.m. and at a temperature of be 
tween approximately 100° F. and 200° F. The stop in 
terval is 30 seconds. 

Station 4 

A warm water rinse station whereat residual alkali ?hn 
remaining on the part is removed by spraying water over 
the part at a rate of approximately 100 gallons per min 
ute at a temperature of approximately 100° F. to200° F. 
The stop interval is 30 seconds. 

Station 5 

A cold water rinse station whereat additional residual 
alkalies are removed from the part by spraying tap water 
at line pressure over the part. The stop interval is 30 
seconds. 

Station 6 

An electrolytic acid station which may be optionally 
used as an acid dip‘ to neutralize any residual alkaline 
?lm or as an electrolytic acid for electrolytic polishing 
of the part. Sulfuric acid or other suitable acid solu 
tion, which may vary from less than 1% to more than 
50% concentration, is used in our preferred process. It 
is pumped to the part at an approximate rate of 300 gal 
lons per minute and an approximate temperature of 75° F. 
to 200° F. A current density, anodic or cathodic, of 
about 10 a.s.f. can be concurrently imposed on the part. 
This station can also be used for electropolishing, if de 
sired. The stop interval is 30 seconds. 

Station 7 and 8 

Cold rinse stations whereat any residual acid solution 
is removed by tap water at line pressure. The stop in 
terval is 30 seconds at each station. 

Station 9 

A copper strike station whereat a “?ash” of copper is 
deposited on the part to provide a base for subsequent 
operations that will promote adhesion. A conventional 
cyanide copper solution is pumped to the part at an ap 
proximate rate of 600 g.p.m. and at an approximate tem 
perature of between 100° F. and 200° F. The part is 
electri?ed. The stop interval is 30 seconds. 
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8 
Station 10 

A copper plate station whereat su?icient copper is de 
posited to provide a suitable surface for subsequent bright 
nickel plating. The part is energized and may be cathodic 
or periodic reverse plating may be used. The solution 
is pumped to the part at an approximate rate of 600 
gallons per minute and at a temperature of approximately 
120° F. to 190° F. The stop interval is 301 seconds. 

Stations 11 and 12 

Cold water rinse stations whereat any cyanide alkaline 
?lm residue on the part is removed by tap water pumped 
at an approximate rate of 100 gallons per minute. The 
stop interval is 30 seconds at each station. 

Station 13 

An electrolytic cleaning station which provides a sup 
plementary cleaning to insure a clean surface prior to 
nickel plating. The part is electri?ed and an alkaline 
type cleaning solution is pumped to the part at a rate of 
approximately 300 gallons per minute and at a tempera 
ture of approximately 150° F. to 200° F. The stop 
interval is 30 seconds. 

Station 14 

A cold water rinse station identical to station 5. 

Station 15 

An acid cleaning station whereat any alkaline ?lm 
residue remaining from station 13 is removed. An acid 
solution of sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, or any other 
suitable acid, is pumped to the part at an approximate 
rate of 100 gallons per minute and at approximately room 
temperature to 200° F. The stop interval is 30 seconds. 

Station 16 

A cold water rinse station identical to station 7. 

Station 17 

An idle station whereat the part may be located for a 
stop interval of 30 seconds without any processing to ac 
commodate a stop interval of 60 seconds at stations 18 
and 19. 

Stations 18 and 19 

Nickel plating stations whereat a nickel plating solution 
is pumped over the part at an approximate rate of 600 gal 
lons per minute and at an approximate temperature of 
100° F. to 200° F. The part is cathodically energized. 
The stop interval is 30‘ seconds or 60 seconds depending 
on whether a coating of one or two types of nickel is to 
be applied. In the latter instance, a solution for deposit 
ing semi-bright nickel is used at station 18 and a solution 
for depositing bright nickel is used at station 19. 

Station 20 

An idle station to accommodate stop intervals of 60 
seconds at stations 18 and 19. 

Stations 21 and 22 

Cold water rinse stations whereat residual nickel plating 
solution on the part is removed by tap water sprayed 
thereon at an approximate rate of 100 gallons per minute. 
The stop interval is 30 seconds. 

Station 23 

An acid dip station, whereat the nickel surface on the 
part is activated prior to chromium plating by application 
of an acid solution, such as sulfuric acid, and other 
conventional additives which form an activated nickel 
surface. The acid solution is sprayed over the part at 
an approximate rate of 100 gallons per minute at room 
temperature. The stop interval is 30 seconds. 

Station 24 

A cold water rinse station, whereat residual acid solution 
is removed. The station is identical to station 5. 
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ing a standard stop time, the next movement of the trans 
fer mechanism carries the loaded palletized plating cell 
from station 1 to cleaning station 2. When the palletized 
plating cell is in position at station No. 2, a shroud hous 
ing is positioned around the workpiece and a cleansing 
solution is pumped from an adjacent tank to spray ap 
paratus in the shroud housing from which the cleansing 
solution is sprayed over the workpiece. The cleansing 
solution flows over the workpiece and returns to the tank 
through a drain opening extending through the palletized 
plating ?xture and a collection sink provided thereunder. 
The application of the cleansing solution is completed 
within the standard stop time and the shroud housing is 
disassociated from the palletized plating ?xture before 
the next movement of the transfer mechanism which car 
ries the palletized plating ?xture from station No. 2 to 
electrical cleaning station No. 3. The apparatus provided 
at station No. 2 and the operation thereof is similar to 
the apparatus provided at stations Nos. 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 
14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28, 29, 30 and 31. There 
fore, only the process variations are hereinafter described 
in detail. 

After the palletized plating ?xture is properly posi 
tioned at station No. 3, an anode housing is positioned in 
sealing engagement therewith to form a processing cell and 
the palletized plating ?xture is simultaneously positioned 
in sealed engagement with a solution applying passage 
and a solution receiving sink. At the same time, an 
electrical connection is obtained between the cathode 
mounting ?xture and an electrical source provided at sta 
tion No. 3. The anode ?xture may be permanently elec 
trically connected since it is permanently located at sta 
tion No. 3. Cleansing solution is then pumped at a high 
rate of How from an adjacent tank through the solution 
applying passage and into a ?ow cavity formed between 
a contoured lower surface of an anode ?xture within the 
anode housing and a parallel closely spaced surface of the 
workpiece on the palletized plating ?xture. The flow 
cavity encompasses the entire surface to be plated of the 
workpiece and the cleansing solution flows completely 
over the outer surface of the workpiece. The anode ?x 
ture is electrically energized and the workpiece is electri 
cally energized through contact with the cathode mount 
ing ?xture during the cleansing process' The cleansing 
solution ?ows through an outlet port extending between 
the palletized plating ?xture and the solution receiving 
sink to the adjacent tank. At the end of the solution ap 
plying cycle and before the elapse of the standard stop 
time, the pumping of cleansing solution is discontinued 
and the palletized plating ?xture is disengaged from the 
solution applying passage, the solution receiving sink, the 
electrical source and the anode housing to prepare the 
palletized plating ?xture for transfer to the next station 
when the standard stop time has elapsed. It is to be 
understood that the shroud housings and anode housings 
at the various stations are simultaneously raised and 
lowered during the standard stop time and therefore no 
further reference to the positioning of the housings need 
be made in this brief description of the processing steps. 
The apparatus provided at station No. 3 and the operation 
thereof is similar to the apparatus provided at the subse 
quent electrical processing stations Nos. 6, 9, 10, 13, 18, 
19, 25 and 27 whereat anode housings are provided. Ac 
cordingly, only the process variations are hereinafter de 
scribed in detail. 
The next movement of the transfer mechanism carries 

the palletized plating ?xture from station No. 3 to warm 
rinsing station No. 4. After a shroud housing is asso 
ciated with the palletized plating ?xture, warm rinsing 
solution is pumped from an adjacent tank containing a 
heating element and applied to the workpiece. Before 
the stop time elapses, the solution application is discon 
tinued and the shroud housing is disassociated from the 
plating ?xture. The next movement of the transfer mecha 
nism carries the palletized plating ?xture from station No. 
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4 to cold rinsing station No. 5. Station No. 5 is identical 
to station No. 4 except that the solution is maintained at 
a lower temperature. The cold rinse solution may be 
supplied directly from a central water source and drained 
to a sewer connection rather than being pumped from 
and collected in an adjacent tank as at station N0. 2 
The processing at stations 7, 8, 12, 16, 21, 22 and 29 is 
similar. 
At station No. 6, an anode housing is associated with 

the palletized plating ?xture and an acid solution of suit 
able composition is applied to the workpiece at a suitable 
rate of flow and current density. 
The palletized plating ?xture then passes through suc 

cessive cold rinse stations Nos. 7 and 8 which are provided 
to insure a thorough removal of the cleansing acid applied 
to the palletized plating ?xture at station No. 6 without 
disrupting the standard stop time. In other words, when 
a longer processing time is required than the standard 
stop time, a plurality of similar stations may be provided 
to enable the application of processing solution for the 
required processing time without unnecessarily increasing 
the stop time at other processing stations which require 
a lesser processing time. 

Station No. 9 is a copper strike station whereat a 
processing solution of suitable composition is applied at 
a suitable ?ow rate and current density. 

Station 10 is a copper plate station whereat the work 
piece is copper plated by the application of a processing 
solution of suitable composition at a suitable ?ow rate and 
current density. 

Station 11 is a reclaim rinse station whereat copper is 
reclaimed from the rinse solution. 

After a cold rinse at station No. 14, the palletized plat 
ing ?xture is moved to acid dip station No. 15 whereat an 
acid solution of suitable composition is sprayed over the 
workpiece to additionally clean the copper plated work 
piece. 

After a cold rinse at station No. 16 to remove acid, 
the palletized plating cell is moved to either station No. 
17 or No. 18 depending on whether station No. 17 is 
empty. Thus, by the provision of another idle station 
No. 20, the palletized plating cells can remain at stations 
Nos. 18 and 19 for two standard stop periods and each 
palletized .plating cell stops only at one or the other of 
stations 18 and 19. At nickel plating stations No. 18 
and 19, a nickel plating solution of suitable composition 
is applied to the workpieces at a suitable ?ow rate and 
current density for a suitable period of time. 
The palletized plating ?xture is next moved to cold 

rinse station No. 21 from station N0. 19 or from idle 
station No. 20 depending on the machine cycle. A sec 
ond cold rinse station No. 22 insures complete rinsing 
of the nickel plating solution. 
An acid solution of suitable composition is applied to 

the nickel plated workpiece at station No. 23 to prepare 
the nickel surface for a chrome plating operation. The 
acid is washed away at station No. 24. 
The chrome plate is applied at stations No. 25 and No. 

27 at suitable ?ow rates and current densities. Some of 
the chrome plating solution is reclaimed at rinse stations 
Nos. 26 and 28. 
The chrome plated workpiece is then washed and rinsed 

at rinse stations Nos..29 and 30, and dried at station No. 
31 prior to association of the palletized plating ?xture 
with overhead conveyor means or the like at exit station 
No. 32 for movement of the palletized plating ?xture to 
an unloading station and thereafter to the loading station 
and back to station No. 1 as previously described. 

In summation and by way of further detail, the process 
shown in FIGURE 1 has been practiced on the left cor 
ner bar, or wing, of the 1961 Chevrolet front bumper. 
The conforming anode used in treating this part is spaced 
approximately one-half inch from the surface of the wing 
to form a rather extended treatment chamber therebe 
tween. As previously indicated, the solution used to treat 
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Station 25 

A chromium plating station, whereat the chromium plat 
ing solution is pumped over the part at approximately 
400 gallons per minute and at an approximate temperature 
of 100° F. to 200° F. The part is cathodically energized. 
The stop interval is 30 seconds. 

Station 26 

A reclaim rinse station, whereat residual chromium plat 
ing solution adhering to the part is removed by room 
temperature rinse water that is reclaimed. The stop inter 
val is 30 seconds. 

Station 27 

A chromium plating station identical to station 25. 

Stations 28 and 29 

Cold water rinse stations whereat residual chromium 
plating solution is removed. The stations are identical to 
station 11. 

Station 30 

A hot water rinse station whereat the rinse water is 
heated to an approximate temperature of 180° F. to facili 
tate subsequent drying of the part. The station is other 
wise identical to stations 28 ‘and 29. 

Station 31 

A part drying station whereat hot air is blown over the 
part. The stop interval is 30 seconds. 

Station 32 

An unloading station whereat the palletized plating ?x 
ture is removed ‘from the transfer mechanism and con 
nected to a conveyor for removal to a part unloading sta 
tion. The stop interval is 30 seconds. 

GENERAL MACHINE STRUCTURE 

Since the machine apparatus is duplicated at many sta 
tions, only the ?rst ?ve stations are shown. Furthermore, 
the various stations are, in general, provided with one or 
two types of processing apparatus. One type of apparatus 
is provided at stations where the processing step requires 
no electrical energization of any of the parts and such 
stations may be referred to as non-electrical stations. 
The other type of apparatus is provided at stations where 
the processing step requires cathodic energization of the 
workpiece and the energiza-tion of an anode member. 
Such stations may be classi?ed as electrical stations. Non 
electrical stations include a shroud housing in which spray 
apparatus is mounted and electrical stations include an 
anode housing in which an anode ?xture is mounted. 
The two types of stations are hereinafter referred to, 
respectively, as shroud stations and anode stations, and one 
of each type of station will be described in detail by refer 
ence to the details of the apparatus at shroud station No. 4 
and the details of the apparatus at anode station No. 3, 
which are exemplary. 

Referring now to FIGURES 2, 3 and 4, stations 1, 2, 
3, 4 and 5 of the plating machine are shown in detail, 
and it is to be understood that the other stations are 
similarly constructed. The machine comprises a frame 
of structural steel construction having a lower tank sec 
tion which supports process solution tanks, an intermediate 
section which supports conveyor apparatus and an upper 
section which supports plating cell forming housings. As 
shown in FIGURES 2 and 4, the frame comprises a base 
formed by spaced horizontally extending lower structural 
members 50, 52, 53. A plurality of lower vertical struc 
tural members 54, S5, 56, 57, 58 extend upwardly from 
the base and form two spaced longitudinal rows of sim 
ilarly positioned members. The vertical structural mem 
bers in each row are spaced to de?ne tank accommodating 
compartments 59, 60‘, 61 for each of the processing sta 
tions. Intermediate horizontally extending structural 
members 62, 63 are secured to the upper ends of the 
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vertical structural members at each row and support a 
conveyor platform plate 66 which extends the length of 
the machine. A row of upper vertically extending struc 
tural members 67, 68, 69, 70 extends longitudinally along 
one edge of the conveyor platform 66 and another paral 
lel row of identically located structural members 71, 72 
extends longitudinally along the opposite edge of the 
conveyor platform 66. It is to be understood that similar 
upper vertical members extend the length of the machine. 
Upper horizontally extending support members 74, 75 are 
supported on the tops of the upper vertical structural 
members. Cross support structural members 76, 77 and 
cross support plates 78, 79', 80 extend transversely be 
tween the longitudinally extending structural members 74, 
75. In addition, bracket plate members 81, 82 are secured 
to the top of the cross supports 76, 77 and extend longi 
tudinally of the frame. As shown in FIGURES 4 and 5, 
bracket support plates 83, ‘84 may be secured to the 
inner side surfaces of the upper vertical members and ex 
tend longitudinally of the frame. A transfer mechanism 
support frame 85 is positioned adjacent one end of the 
machine frame and supports a transfer mechanism sup 
port platform 86 in substantial alignment with the con 
veyor platform 66. 

Solution tanks, such as tanks 89, 90, 91, illustrated at 
stations 2, 3 and 4, are provided at some of the stations 
and are seated in the tank compartments. Conventional 
pump mechanisms 92, 93, 94 are mounted adjacent each 
of the tanks as shown in FIGURE 3. At some of the 
stations, such as station No. 5, an outlet pipe 64 is pro 
vided in place of a tank to conduct processing solution to 
a central drain system. In addition, at the several plating 
stations, electrolyte regenerating tanks (not shown), are 
also provided adjacent the apparatus and are connected 
by suitable piping to the tanks provided beneath each 
station. 

Referring now to FIGURE 3, a longitudinally extend 
ing conveyor track is centrally located on the support 
platform 66 and comprises spaced rows 87, 88 of hori 
zontally aligned roller members 95, 105. The rollers at 
each nonelectrical station may be mounted on individual 
support frames 96, 97 which are directly connected to the 
support platform 66. The rollers at each electrical sta 
tion are specially mounted and will be hereinafter de 
scribed in detail. The rollers 95, 105 and roller frame 
sections 96, 97 of adjacent work stations are parallelly 
aligned so that a continuous roller conveyor is provided 
for the palletized plating ?xtures. For purposes of illus~ 
tration, each section of rollers is shown to comprise three 
individual roller members. Referring now to FIGURE 
4, the spaced sections of rollers at each of the nonelectri 
cal stations, such as station No. 4, comprise base plates 
98, 99 which are secured to the support platform 66 in 
any suitable manner. Spaced side support plates 100, 
101 and 102, 103, are secured to the base plates 98, 99 
and extend upwardly therefrom. Suitable cross supports 
may be provided to divide each roller frame section into 
three roller compartments as shown in FIGURE 3. Sup 
port shafts 106, 107 are centrally located in each roller 
compartment and rotatably support the roller members 
95, MP5. As shown in detail in FIGURE 13, the roller 
members have a V-shaped peripheral cross section which 
is con?gured to receive mating portions of each palletized 
plating ?xture during movement of the palletized plating 
?xtures from station to station. 

Referring again to FIGURE 2, at each station where a 
processing solution is applied to a workpiece on a pal 
letized plating ?xture, solution controlling and con?ning 
housings 110, 111, 112, 113, 114 are vertically movably 
supported for movement between a retracted upper posi 
tion during transfer of palletized plating ?xtures from. 
station to station and an extended lower position of seal 
ing engagement with the palletized plating ?xtures to 
form a processing cell during application of processing 
solution to the workpieces. Anode type housings 111, 
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114 are provided at electrical stations Nos. 3 and 6, and 
spray type housings 110, 112, 113 are provided at non 
electrical stations Nos. 2, 4 and 5. 

Referring now to FIGURE 4, each of the spray hous 
ings comprises a rectangular casing 115 formed from 
sheet metal or the like and containing a plurality of spray 
nozzles 116. The lower portion of the casing is open 
and provided with a peripheral rim 117 which is adapted 
to be sealingly engaged with an upper surface of each of 
the palletized plating ?xtures 118. The workpiece 
mounted on the palletized plating ?xture is centrally posi 
tioned within the rectangular casing 115 adjacent the spray 
nozzles 116 when the spray housing is in the extended posi 
tion. The spray housings are vertically movably sup 
ported on pipe members, 119, 120 which extend upwardly 
through support brackets 121, 122 ?xed to the angle plat-es 
81, 82 or other adjacent portions of the frame. A spray 
nozzle pipe 123 is connected to the lower ends of the pipe 
members. The pipe 123 is connected to a solution source 
through suitable piping 124 which is integrally connected 
to one of the support tubes 120. 

ELECTROLYSIS CELL AND ASSOCIATED PARTS 

While the spray housing and pallet form a treatment 
cell, the cell thus formed differs from the electrolysis cell. 
The former has processing solution introduced through 
the housing, which does not involve the present invention. 
On the other hand, the latter type cell, the electrolysis 
cell, has processing solution introduced through the pallet. 
An anode housing forms the cover member in the elec 
trolysis cell. 

Eleclrolysis cell cover 

Referring now to FIGURES 5 and 13 where the anode 
housing 114 at station No. 5 is illustrated, each of the 
anode housings comprises an outer rectangular casing 128 
formed of welded sheet steel or the like and having a 
lower peripheral rim portion 129 which may be provided 
with a seal or gasket 130 for sealing engagement with an 
upper surface of each of the palletized plating ?xtures 118. 
A coupling block 131 is secured to the top of the outer 
casing 128 and is adapted to be connected to a piston rod 
132 which is reciprocably actuable by a hydraulic cylinder 
133 or other suitable power driven motor means mounted 
on top of one of the cross support beams 77 as shown in 
FIGURES 2 and 4. Locating pin support brackets 134, 
135 are suitably fastened to opposite sides of the outer 
casing 128 and support centrally located guide pins 136, 
137 which serve to locate the anode housing 114 rela 
tive to the palletized plating ?xture 118. 

In order to stabilize movement of the anode housing 
114 ‘between the retracted position adjacent the upper 
cross support 77 and the extended position of cell form 
ing engagement with the palletized plating ?xture 118, 
sprocket wheel support brackets 140, 141 are suitably 
fastened to opposite sides of the outer casing 128. Each 
support ‘bracket 140, 141 is provided with transversely ex 
tending horizontal shafts 142, 143 which are parallelly 
aligned and equally vertically spaced. Both ends of each 
shaft extend outwardly beyond the support brackets and 
rotatably support double sprocket wheel assemblies 144, 
145. Only the apparatus on one side of the anode hous 
ing 114 is shown and hereinafter described in detail. It 
is to be understood that similar apparatus is provided on 
the other side of the anode housing. Thus, four sprocket 
wheels are mounted on each shaft in clusters 144, 145 
of two sprocket wheels which are located at each of the 
corners of the casing 128. Two of four guide and sup 
port chains 146, 147 are provided on each side of the 
anode housing and each are connected at one end to one 
of four upper chain support brackets 148, 149 mounted 
on one of the upper cross supports. The other end of 
each chain is connected to one of four lower chain 
brackets 150, 151 mounted on the adjacent bracket plates 
83, 84. Each chain is connected to the upper chain sup 
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port bracket on one side of the anode housing and is con 
nected to the lower chain support bracket on the opposite 
side of the anode housing. Each chain extends down 
wardly from the associated upper chain support bracket, 
winds around the lower surface of a ?rst sprocket wheel 
located therebelow, extends across the anode housing to 
the opposite side thereof, winds around the upper surface 
of a second sprocket wheel aligned with the ?rst sprocket 
wheel, and extends downwardly to the associated lower 
chain support ‘bracket. Guide sleeve brackets 154, 155 
are attached to the outer ends of the sprocket wheel 
brackets. A guide sleeve bracket is provided at each 
corner of the anode housing 114 for a purpose to be 
hereinafter described. In order to provide additional sta 
bilization for the anode housing 114 adjustable guide bolts 
156, 157 may be threadedly mounted on some of the 
guide sleeve brackets 155 and may be adjusted to position 
the ends thereof in close proximity to ?anges of the adja 
cent upper vertical beam 70 to prevent lateral movement 
of the anode housing. A limit switch actuating arm 
support bracket 158 is mounted on the guide sleeve bracket 
154 and carries actuating arms 159, 160 which are adapted 
to actuate limit switches 161, 162 mounted on the adjacent 
vertical frame 72. 
The actuating mechanism previously described for the 

anode housings may be duplicated at all the stations. 
However, in order to reduce cost, a single housing actuat 
ing mechanism at a central station may be used to control 
movement of adjacent station housings. As shown in 
FIGURE 2, the spray housings 110, 112 at stations Nos. 
2 and 4 may be rigidly connected to the anode housing 
111 at station No. 3 by a frame 164 of welded plate steel 
so that movement of the anode housing 111 will cause 
similar movement of the adjacent spray housings 110, 112. 

Referring now to FIGURE 13, the anode housing 114 
further comprises an anode ?xture which is mounted 
within the outer casing 128. The anode ?xture comprises 
a casting 166 which has a lower inner peripheral surface 
167 contoured and con?gured to match the con?guration 
of a workpiece 168 to ‘be plated and to provide a flow 
passage 169 along the outer surface of the workpiece. 
The anode material varies according to the nature of 

the processing at a particular station For example, the 
alkali cleaning stations and the cyanide copper plating 
stations have cast iron anodes. The acid solution and 
nickel plating stations have cast iron anodes which are 
spray coated with a covering of .07 to 0.1 inch of lead. 
The chromium plating stations have cast aluminum anodes 
which are spray coated with a covering of .07 to 0.1 inch 
of lead. The thickness of the anodes are dependent on 
the amount of current applied, the amount of force which 
must be exerted thereon to obtain a satisfactory seal with 
the plating ?xture, and other variables. A peripheral rim 
170 surrounds the contoured surface 167 of the anode 
casting 166 and has a substantially ?at lbotom surface 
171 which is sealingly engageable with a portion of the 
palletized plating ?xture 118 in the solution applying posi 
tion. The upper portion of the anode casting is provided 
with spaced support posts 172, 173 which are rigidly 
secured to the anode casting 128 in any suitable manner. 
Slots 174, 175 are provided in the support posts to re 
ceive an electrical contact plate 176 which extends sub 
stantially the length of the anode casting and which is 
secured to a suitable connecting plate 177 at one end 
thereof. Insulating plates 178, 179 are provided between 
the contact plate 176 and the side surfaces of the slots to 
insulate the anode casing 128 from the anode casting 166. 
As seen from FIGURE 5, the connecting plate communi 
cates with an electrical source via a ?exible cable 180 
and a bus bar 181. 

Cell work carrier 

Referring now to FIGURES 13-17, the palletized plat 
ing ?xture 118 is shown to comprise a cathode ?xture 185 
formed about a hollow central casting 186 of any suitable 




















